
THE TURN BASED VARIANT

The turn based variant of Eye for an Eye is designed for those players that find 
the realtime play of the game too fast or stressful. Despite slowing the game 
down, we haven’t lost the uniqueness of the original and there are still aspects 
of this variant that make it stand out from other turn based battlers. This 
rules document gives you an overview of how it works so that you can use this 
variant with your existing print and play of the game.

ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS REQUIRED
You will need to use a number of turn order markers equal to the number of 
players (not teams). Two for a two player game, three for a three player game 
etc... If you wish to print the new player boards you can also do that too, but 
the changes are minor and can be remembered if you prefer.

SETUP
Setup is the same for the turn based variant as it is with the regular game.

A GAME TURN
In the turn based variant, the game is played in turns. These turns are broken 
down into phases, the REALTIME phase and the TURN phase. All players conduct 
their REALTIME phase at the same time as fast as they want and then play 
stops and moves to the TURN phase where players resolve two actions at a 
time in an order determined by the turn order markers. Lets break it down.

REALTIME PHASE
During the REALTIME phase, all players are active at the same time. There is no 
waiting for any of the other players and no turn structure in this phase.
Players roll their dice and then allocate any of them that they wish to any of 
their actions in the same way as they do in the regular game. They may then 
choose any non-allocated dice to reroll two more times, allocating any dice 
they wish after each of those rolls.
 
The exception during these rolls is if the player rolls a number of              icons. 
When these are allocated to unreadied Tribal cards, if they fill the minimum 
requirement for that card, they may immediately be resolved. If this happens, 
flip the Tribal card to its ready side and then reroll the dice that were allocated 
there (this extra reroll does not count towards your limit).

Once you are finished rolling - by choice, or by completing all your allowed 
rerolls, you must allocate any remaining dice to actions. Once all dice are 
allocated (or as many as possible), you must then quickly grab one of the turn 
order markers. Choose carefully which one you want, as you do not need to 

grab the first one. You may decide that based on what you’ve allocated, you 
would be better grabbing a second, third or another one.

Once all players have grabbed a turn order marker, the game moves into the 
TURN phase.

TURN PHASE
Starting with the player that grabbed the first turn order marker and moving 
to second, third, fourth etc... each player takes a turn. On a player’s turn, they 
may resolve two actions of their choice. 

When resolving an action, call it out as you normally would, along with the 
number of dice used to resolve it. Just like in the regular game, you do not have 
to spend all the dice allocated to an action when you resolve it, just what you 
call out.

For example, let’s assume Chief Grublic has four dice allocated to his 
Movement action. He could call ‘Movement Four!’ and resolve it as normal, or 
he could do something like call ‘Movement Two!’ and then use an attack action, 
leaving those extra Movement dice for later in the Game Turn.

Some of the actions in the turn based variant will not cost an action and these 
will be marked with a special icon in the final product, but are listed at the end 
of this document instead.

Once all players have taken their two actions, it goes back to the first 
player again who may take their two actions and so on and so forth until all 
players have used all their actions that they wish to use. If you do not wish 
to resolve any actions, then you may Pass. When you choose to pass, you 
must understand that you will not take any more actions until after the next 
REALTIME phase.

Once all players have passed, then the Game Turn ends, all turn order markers 
are returned to the board and the next REALTIME phase begins.

Note that you do not have to spend all the dice that you’ve allocated to your 
actions during a Game Turn. Any dice that are still allocated when you pass 
may be left allocated already for the next round and will not be rolled with the 
rest. You may also decide to take any of those dice back into your dice pool at 
the start of the REALTIME phase.
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THE TURN BASED VARIANT

CHANGES TO ATTACKING AND DEFENDING IN THE TURN 
BASED VARIANT
There are a few changes to the way attacking and defending works in the TURN 
BASED variant that we will go over now.

Not all Hits and Canceling Hits happen automatically now, but may need to be 
rolled for using the dice that were allocated to that action.

Any Attacks that are performed through the Front facing of an opponent are 
resolved by spending the number of dice called out for that action, then rolling 
those dice once. Any              ,               or              then count as Hits. Any other 
icons are ignored.

Any time when a character would defend an attack, they take a number of dice 
that are allocated to their defence (their choice) and roll them once. Any of 
the dice showing              ,              or               then cancel one Hit each.

Any actions that inflict ‘Extra’ or ‘Additional’ Hits must be rolled to see if they 
Hit. Unblockable Hits are still unblockable and are automatically resolved 
by the opponent losing that many Health Tokens. Any Hits that are not 
unblockable as part of that attack must still be rolled for though.

Any Attacks that are performed throught the Rear facing of an opponent, 
whether they are Basic Attacks, extra hits, additional hits or unblockable hits 
are automatic Hits and that figure will lose that many Health Tokens.

Actions that can be triggered in defence can be used after a character is 
attacked. It does not go towards one of their two actions on their turn.

ACTIONS THAT DO NOT COST AN ACTION TO USE
The following actions (present in the Print and Play) do not cost an action to 
use:
*Parry*
*Shield Block*
*Watch Out!*
*Shield Bash*
*Slippery*
*Healing Mucus*

MODIFICATIONS TO THE PLAYER BOARDS
The following changes take place on the Player Boards of Palaudis Chief 
Grublic and Hydris Chief Riparian. These will be printed on the opposite side 
of the Player Boards in the final production, meaning you will have a regular 
(REALTIME) version on one side and the variant (TURN BASED) on the other. 
Icons will indicate which is which.

All player boards will indicate Basic Attacks and Basic Defence actions must 
be rolled for, so you won’t have to remember.

HYDRIS CHIEF RIPARIAN
*Parry* only requires one die to be allocated to it to be resolved.
Potentially reducing Heal to only two spaces required to resolve it (based on 
playtesting).

PALAUDIS CHIEF GRUBLIC
Potentially reducing Heal to only two spaces required to resolve it (based on 
playtesting).

Please enjoy this variant and consider spreading the word about the game. 
Invite your friends to the Tribal Chiefs Facebook Group and lets build a 
community around the game so we can keep adding characters, game modes, 
arenas and more to the game into the future.

Any feedback can be sent through to occulites@gmail.com with the title ‘EYE 
FOR AN EYE TURN BASED FEEDBACK’

Cheers, 
Ben and Shae Boersma 
Darwin Games
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